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This paper presents a multistage multipass method to identify the damage location of a continuous bridge from the response of
a vehicle moving on the rough road surface of the bridge. The vehicle runs over the bridge several times at different velocities
and the corresponding responses of the vehicle can be obtained. The vertical accelerations of the vehicle running on the intact
and damaged bridges are used for identification. The multistage damage detection method is implemented by the modal strain
energy basedmethod and genetic algorithm.Themodal strain energy basedmethod estimates the damage location by calculating a
damage indicator from the frequencies extracted from the vehicle responses of both the intact and damaged states of the bridge. At
the second stage, the identification problem is transformed into a global optimization problem and is solved by genetic algorithm
techniques. For each pass of the vehicle, the method can identify the location of the damage until it is determined with acceptable
accuracy. A two-span continuous bridge is used to verify the method.The numerical results show that this method can identify the
location of damage reasonably well.
1. Introduction
The safety of bridge structures is very important to economic
development of all countries, so it is very important to
make sure that the bridges are in good condition. Various
damage detection techniques have been developed to meet
this need [1, 2]. The aerospace and offshore oil industries
conducted early damage detection since the late 1970s and
1980s, respectively, while, in the civil engineering community,
structural health monitoring is a relatively vibrant area of
current research [3]. Recording the vibration of the struc-
tures, extracting modal properties, and then identifying the
damage from changes of the structural properties are the
most popular methods among them [4]. This is based on
the assumption that commonly measured modal parameters
(notably frequencies, mode shapes, and modal damping) are
functions of the physical properties of the structure (mass,
damping, and stiffness). Therefore, changes in the physical
properties, such as reductions in stiffness resulting from the
onset of cracks or loosening of a connection, will cause
detectable changes in these modal properties. Changes in
modal properties or properties derived from these quantities
are being used as indicators of damage [1]. One issue of
primary importance is the dependence on prior analytical
models and/or prior test data for the detection and location
of damage [1]. Damage detection methods in time domain
can overcome this problem to certain extent. The time-
domain approach has becomemore popular in recent years to
examine nonstationary signals [5]. In the short-time Fourier
transform method, the total time interval is divided into
shorter time intervals for the fast Fourier transform to be
applied to each interval. This time windowing method nar-
rows down the time to that of the interval where the damage is
located [6]. However, the constraints of the uncertainty prin-
ciple limit the obtainable resolutions considerably, prompting
the emergence of an alternative approach in multiresolution
analysis termed wavelet transform [7]. Wavelet transform
allows variable-size windows and this is why it is also called
a mathematical microscope.This property makes it a suitable
method for detection of damage from a response [8]. There
are several other methods used for damage detection. One
of them, the genetic algorithm, is modified for use in this
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study. Genetic algorithms (GAs), originally developed by
Holland, are search algorithms based on the mechanics of
natural selection and natural genetics [9]. GAs are different
from traditional optimization procedures in four ways: (a)
GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, but not the
parameters themselves; (b) GAs search from a population
of points instead of a single point; (c) GAs use objective
function information instead of derivatives or other auxiliary
knowledge; and (d) GAs use probabilistic transition rules
instead of deterministic rules [10]. Since structural damage
detection can be transformed into optimization problems,
GAs can be used to do the damage detection.
The above-mentioned methods identify the conditions of
a bridge through acquiring the bridge response by putting
sensors on the bridge. It is also possible to detect the
conditions of the bridge by putting sensors on the passing
vehicle. Identifying the damage using the vehicle response
has certain advantages over putting sensors on the bridge.
Firstly, the vehicle is both a sensor and an exciter. It is
much more convenient as it makes the closure of bridge
much shorter or even unnecessary. Secondly, it is not much
influenced by the locations of damage and distributions of
sensors because the vehicle runs over and detects the whole
bridge. Yang et al. extracted bridge frequencies fromamoving
vehicle [11–13]. Inspired by this work, Bu et al. proposed a
damaged detection method based on the dynamic response
sensitivity analysis and regularization technique [5]. Nguyen
and Tran [14] applied wavelet transform to the displacement
history of a moving vehicle. Zhang et al. [15] extracted
the mode shapes square from the response and conducted
damage detection. The above work did not consider the
roughness of the bridge, which would be a very important
factor affecting the vibration of the vehicle. The authors
previously applied a modal strain energy based damaged
detection method to analyze the response of the vehicle [16]
and came up with two possible locations of the damage.
This is due to the limitation of the frequency-based damage
detection methods [17]. The authors also conducted damage
detection using wavelet transform from the response of the
vehicle [18]. This paper will consider the influence of the
roughness in the vehicle-bridge interaction system on the
damage identification.The strategy is a combination ofmodal
strain energy basedmethod andGA techniques.Modal strain
energy based method can narrow down the search space for
GA algorithms to save computational time and improve the
chance of getting the correct solution.
2. Vehicle-Bridge Interaction System
Figure 1 shows the sketch of a typical vehicle-bridge inter-
action system. It contains a continuous bridge and a vehicle
running over it at a constant speed. The bridge is modeled
using the finite element method and the vehicle is modeled
as a mass-spring-damper system.The vehicle model contains
five parameters.Thebody is simulated by a concentratedmass
𝑚
2
, the spring stiffness 𝑘
2
, and the damper 𝑐
2
. The wheels are
simulated using a concentrated mass 𝑚
1
and the stiffness 𝑘
1
of the spring connecting the wheel and the road surface.
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Figure 1: A typical vehicle-bridge interaction system.
2.1. Equation of Motion. When the vehicle moves from one
end of the bridge to the other end at a constant speed, both
the bridge and the vehicle will vibrate vertically. A vector
𝑢
𝑏
(𝑡) is used to denote the vertical displacements of a series of
nodes in the finite element model of the bridge. Its first and
second derivatives with respect to time 𝑡, that is, ?̇?
𝑏
(𝑡) and
?̈?
𝑏
(𝑡), are, respectively, the vertical velocity and acceleration
of the corresponding nodes. The symbols 𝑞
1
(𝑡) and 𝑞
2
(𝑡)
denote the vertical displacement of the wheel and the car
body, respectively. As they interact with each other by the
contact force, the vibration of the vehicle is influenced by the
vibration of the bridge and vice versa. So this is a coupled
vibration system. It is assumed that the mass of vehicle is
insignificant compared to that of the bridge. The governing
equation of motion derived using the fully computerized
method is expressed as
[
𝑀
𝑏
0
0 𝑀V
]{
?̈?
𝑏
̈𝑞V
} + [
𝐶
𝑏
𝐶
𝑏V
𝐶V𝑏 𝐶V
]{
?̇?
𝑏
̇𝑞V
} + [
𝐾
𝑏
𝐾
𝑏V
𝐾V𝑏 𝐾V
]{
𝑢
𝑏
𝑞V
}
= {
𝑃
𝑏
𝑃V
} ,
(1)
where 𝑞V = [𝑞1 𝑞2]
𝑇 is the vertical displacement of the
vehicle; ̇𝑞V and ̈𝑞V are the corresponding velocity and accel-
eration;𝑀
𝑏
and𝐾
𝑏
are the mass and stiffness matrices of the
bridge obtained by the finite element method, respectively;
the damping matrix of the bridge is modeled using Rayleigh
damping as 𝐶
𝑏
= 𝛼
𝑐
𝑀
𝑏
+ 𝛽
𝑐
𝐾
𝑏
, where 𝛼
𝑐
and 𝛽
𝑐
are the
damping factors;
𝑀V = [
𝑚
1
0
0 𝑚
2
] ,
𝐶V = [
𝑐
2
−𝑐
2
−𝑐
2
𝑐
2
] ,
𝐾V = [
𝑘
1
+ 𝑘
2
−𝑘
2
−𝑘
2
𝑘
2
]
(2)
are, respectively, the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices
of the vehicle model; 𝐶
𝑏V, 𝐶V𝑏, 𝐾𝑏V, and 𝐾V𝑏 are the coupling
damping and stiffness matrices; 𝐾V𝑏 = [−𝑘1 0]
𝑇 and 𝑃
𝑏
and
𝑃V are the external loads added to the bridge and vehicle,
respectively, due to gravity forces, surface roughness, and so
forth. Equation (1) can be solved using Newmark-𝛽method,
Wilson-𝜃method, or similar to calculate the responses of the
vehicle and the bridge.
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2.2. Modeling of Roughness. The random road surface rough-
ness of the bridge can be described by a kind of zero-mean,
real-valued, and stationary Gaussian process as [19]
𝑟 (𝑥) =
𝑁𝑇
∑
ℎ=1
𝛼
ℎ
cos (2𝜋𝜔
ℎ
𝑥 + 𝜙
ℎ
) , (3)
where
𝛼
2
ℎ
= 4𝑆
𝑟
(𝜔
ℎ
) Δ𝜔,
𝜔
ℎ
= 𝜔
𝑙
+ (ℎ −
1
2
)Δ𝜔, ℎ = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁
𝑇
,
Δ𝜔 =
𝜔
𝑢
− 𝜔
𝑙
𝑁
𝑇
,
(4)
in which 𝜔
𝑙
and 𝜔
𝑢
are the lower and upper cut-off spatial
frequencies, respectively.The power spectral density function
𝑆
𝑟
(𝜔
ℎ
) can be expressed in terms of the spatial frequency 𝜔
ℎ
of the road surface roughness as
𝑆
𝑟
(𝜔
ℎ
) = {
𝛼𝜔
−𝛽
ℎ
for 𝜔
𝑙
< 𝜔
ℎ
< 𝜔
𝑢
0 elsewhere,
(5)
where 𝛼 is a spectral roughness coefficient and the value of
𝛽 is determined based on the classification of road surface
condition according to ISO specification [20].
The contact force 𝑓
𝑐
between the vehicle and the bridge
can be written as
𝑓
𝑐
= − (𝑚
1
+ 𝑚
2
) 𝑔 + 𝑘
2
(𝑟 (𝑥 (𝑡)) + 𝑢
𝑏
󵄨
󵄨
󵄨
󵄨𝑥=V𝑡 − 𝑞1) . (6)
The above equation implies that the roughness and the ver-
tical displacement of the corresponding point influence the
contact force in a similar manner. If the height of roughness
is obviously larger than the value of the displacement of the
bridge, the roughness dominates the contact force. So, to
identify the information of the bridge, the response of the
bridge should be at least comparable to that of roughness.
2.3. Measurement Noise. Measurement noise should also be
considered to make the simulation closer to reality. Damage
detection is carried out assuming that the signal is contami-
nated by 5% white noise as shown in
̈𝑞
𝑚
V = ̈𝑞V (1 + 5%𝜂) , (7)
where ̈𝑞𝑚V is the simulated measured response of vehicle and
𝜂 is a normally distributed random array with zero mean
and unit variance.Themeasurement noise does influence the
response and identification, but its influence is much smaller
than that of roughness.
3. Multistage Multipass Damage
Detection Method
This method contains two stages which are modal strain
energy based method and modified genetic algorithm
method. At the first stage, the modal strain energy based
method is simple and fast in roughly estimating the location
of damage so as to narrow down the search domain for the
second stage. The vehicle can run over the bridge several
times and get a series of vehicle responses.Multiple passes are
used because different properties of the vehicle and speeds
will excite the bridge slightly differently, which will help
guarantee the correctness of the identification.
3.1. Modal Strain Energy Based Method. Several modal prop-
erties based methods are developed for damage detection.
Modal strain energy based method is selected because it is
very effective and can estimate the location of the damage if
only the frequencies of the damaged structure are available
[21–23]. For the intact bridge, the first few mode shapes can
be simulated by finite element method or obtained by field
tests. If changes in mass are neglected, the fractional change
in the 𝑖th eigenvalue due to damage is given by
𝑍
𝑖
=
𝜔
∗2
𝑖
− 𝜔
2
𝑖
𝜔
2
𝑖
=
𝑓
∗2
𝑖
− 𝑓
2
𝑖
𝑓
2
𝑖
, (8)
where 𝜔
𝑖
is the 𝑖th circular frequency, 𝑓
𝑖
= 𝜔
𝑖
/(2𝜋) is the
corresponding frequency, and the asterisk denotes those of
the damaged state.
For an MDOF structural system of 𝑁𝐸 elements and
𝑁 nodes, the damage may be predicted by the sensitivity
equation
𝑁𝐸
∑
𝑗=1
𝐹
𝑖𝑗
𝛼
𝑗
= 𝑍
𝑖 (9)
in which 𝛼
𝑗
∈ [−1, 0] is the fractional reduction in stiffness
of 𝑗th element and the fraction of modal energy or sensitivity
for the 𝑖th mode concentrated at the 𝑗th element, 𝐹
𝑖𝑗
, is given
by
𝐹
𝑖𝑗
=
∫
𝑥𝑗+1
𝑥𝑗
𝐸𝐼 {𝜑
󸀠󸀠
𝑖
(𝑥)}
2
𝑑𝑥
∫
𝐿
0
𝐸𝐼 {𝜑
󸀠󸀠
𝑖
(𝑥)}
2
𝑑𝑥
, (10)
where 𝜑󸀠󸀠
𝑖
(𝑥) is the second derivative of the 𝑖th mode shape
of the bridge; 𝐸 and 𝐼 are the elastic modulus and moment
of inertia of the bridge, respectively; and 𝑥
𝑗
and 𝑥
𝑗+1
are the
coordinates of the 𝑗th and (𝑗+1)th nodes that are the left and
right nodes of the 𝑗th element, respectively. In practice, only
themodal amplitudes at limited nodal points are available. By
interpolation using spline functions and the element modal
amplitude values from the mode shapes of the finite element
model, one can generate the function 𝜑
𝑖
(𝑥) as necessary.
For any two modes 𝑚 and 𝑛, one may obtain the ratio of
sensitivities calculated from (9) as
𝑍
𝑚
𝑍
𝑛
=
∑
𝑁𝐸
𝑗=1
𝐹
𝑚𝑗
𝛼
𝑗
∑
𝑁𝐸
𝑗=1
𝐹
𝑛𝑗
𝛼
𝑗
=
𝐹
𝑚1
𝛼
1
+ 𝐹
𝑚1
𝛼
1
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝐹
𝑚𝑞
𝛼
𝑞
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝐹
𝑚𝑁𝐸
𝛼
𝑁𝐸
𝐹
𝑛1
𝛼
1
+ 𝐹
𝑛1
𝛼
1
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝐹
𝑛𝑞
𝛼
𝑞
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝐹
𝑛𝑁𝐸
𝛼
𝑁𝐸
.
(11)
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Assuming that damage occurs only at element 𝑞, then 𝛼
𝑗
= 0
when 𝑗 ̸= 𝑞, but 𝛼
𝑗
̸= 0when 𝑗 = 𝑞.The relationship associated
with the𝑚th and 𝑛th eigenvalues can be established as
𝑍
𝑚
𝑍
𝑛
=
𝐹
𝑚𝑞
𝐹
𝑛
𝑞
. (12)
If𝑁𝑀modes are measured, (12) can be extended to
𝑍
𝑚
∑
𝑁𝑀
𝑘=1
𝑍
𝑘
=
𝐹
𝑚𝑞
∑
𝑁𝑀
𝑘=1
𝐹
𝑘𝑞
. (13)
Based on the above equation, an error index 𝑒
𝑚𝑗
can be
developed as
𝑒
𝑚𝑗
=
𝑍
𝑚
∑
𝑁𝑀
𝑘=1
𝑍
𝑘
−
𝐹
𝑚𝑗
∑
𝑁𝑀
𝑘=1
𝐹
𝑘𝑗
, (14)
where 𝑒
𝑚𝑗
= 0 indicates in particular that the damage is
located at the 𝑗th element using the𝑚th modal information.
To account for all available modes, one can form a single
damage indicator for the 𝑗th member as
𝐷𝐼
𝑗
= [
𝑁𝑀
∑
𝑖=1
𝑒
2
𝑖𝑗
]
−1/2
. (15)
The damage is located at element 𝑗 if𝐷𝐼
𝑗
approaches the local
maximumpoint. It has been validated that the damage can be
detected if the surface of the road is assumed to be smooth
[16].
3.2. Empirical Mode Decomposition. For this frequency-
based method, it is important to extract frequencies from the
vehicle response. To help identify the frequencies accurately,
several signal processing techniques are used, including com-
mon filtering techniques and empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) proposed by Huang et al. [24]. EMD is used to
decompose a signal into a series of intrinsic mode functions
(IMFs). Given a set of measured data 𝑋(𝑡), the algorithm
of the EMD, characterized by the sifting process, is briefly
described below.
(a) Identify all the local maxima and minima of the data
X(t) and then compute the corresponding interpolat-
ing signals by cubic spline curves. These signals are
the upper and lower envelopes of the signal. All the
extrema should be covered in these two envelopes.
Let 𝑚
1
denote the mean of the upper and lower
envelopes. The difference between the data and the
mean𝑚
1
is
ℎ
1
= 𝑋 (𝑡) − 𝑚
1
. (16)
(b) Ideally, ℎ
1
should be the first IMF component. If ℎ
1
does not satisfy the IMF requirements [24], treat it
as the original data and repeat the first step until the
requirements are satisfied. The first IMF component
obtained is designated as 𝑐
1
.
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Figure 2: A typical profile of roughness.
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Figure 3: Vertical acceleration of the vehicle running on intact and
damaged bridges.
(c) By subtracting 𝑐
1
from the original data, one obtains
the residue 𝑟
1
as
𝑟
1
= 𝑋 (𝑡) − 𝑐
1
. (17)
(d) Repeat the above sifting processes to obtain the next
IMFs. Once an IMF is obtained, remove it from the
signal until the predetermined criteria are met: either
when the component 𝑐
𝑛
or the residue 𝑟
𝑛
becomes
too small to be physically meaningful or when the
residue 𝑟
𝑛
becomes amonotonic function fromwhich
nomore IMF can be extracted. Consequently, the data
𝑋(𝑡) is decomposed as
𝑋 (𝑡) =
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝑟
𝑛
. (18)
Thus, a decomposition of the data into 𝑛-empirical modes
is achieved. The process is indeed like sifting: to separate
the finest local mode from the data first based only on the
characteristic time scale. The sifting process, however, has
two effects: (a) to eliminate riding waves and (b) to smooth
uneven amplitudes. Applying fast Fourier transform to these
IMFs, it is easy to extract higher frequencies.
3.3. Modified Genetic Algorithm. Damage detection can be
transformed into an optimization problem. The element
stiffness and parameters of roughness can be treated as
unknowns. It is assumed that the properties of the bridge
without damage are known.The objective function can be set
as the difference between the responses of the vehicle running
on the bridge at the current and the intact state as
𝑒 =
󵄩
󵄩
󵄩
󵄩
̈𝑞
𝑚𝑢
2
− ̈𝑞
𝑠
2
󵄩
󵄩
󵄩
󵄩2
. (19)
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Figure 4: Damage indicator when damage is inflicted at (a) fourth element and (b) tenth element.
The nature of randomness of GA makes it possible for a false
alarm to occur sometimes, but multiple passes will prevent
this. The responses can be divided into two parts. The first
stagemakes use of the results from the first part and identifies
the location of damage. Usually, this part should at least
contain responses from three passes. The GA will roughly
identify the location of damage based on these responses.
If the identified locations from these passes are the same,
no further action is needed. If the result shows that the
identified locations from the responses are different, these
potential locations will be provided to the second stage. Such
a way will greatly reduce the possibility of false alarm and
may reduce the search domain. The population size and
generation used in the GA will thus be reduced, which will
save the computational time.
4. Numerical Study
A two-span continuous bridge is used to demonstrate the
damage detection strategy. The properties of the bridge are
spans 𝐿
1
= 𝐿
2
= 25m, Young’s modulus of the material 𝐸 =
2.75 × 10
10N/m2, density 𝜌 = 3333 kg/m3, and the moment
of inertia 𝐼 = 0.12m4. The damping is not considered for
the moment and the length of elements for finite element
analysis is 1.25m. For the 5-parameter vehicle, the relevant
values are chosen as follows:𝑚
2
= 19840 kg, 𝑘
2
= 1×10
5N/m,
𝑐
2
= 2 × 10
3Ns/m, 𝑚
1
= 160 kg, and 𝑘
1
= 1 × 10
5N/m.
The simulated roughness is shown in Figure 2 as described
in the next subsection. The speeds of the vehicle to obtain
the vehicle responses are 0.6m/s, 0.8m/s, 1m/s, 1.2m/s, and
1.4m/s. The time step for integration is 0.001 second. The
damage is modeled as a stiffness reduction at one element of
the beam. In this paper, the position of the damage is selected
around the first quarter point and middle of the first span
of beam which correspond to the fourth and tenth elements
of the beam, respectively. The stiffness reduction is set to be
30%. For convenience, the stiffness reduction is reflected in
the equivalent Young modulus instead of the presentation of
results of damage detection.
4.1. Profile of Roughness. When the values of 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜔
𝑙
,
𝜔
𝑢
, and 𝑁
𝑇
are set to be 1 × 10−8m2/(m/cycle), 0, 0.05
cycle/m, 2 cycle/m, and 1024, respectively, and two sets of
𝜙
𝑘
are randomly generated, two profiles of roughness are
constructed. One of them is shown in Figure 2.
4.2. Damage Detection at the First Stage. The vertical accel-
eration of the vehicle can be calculated from (1). When the
speed is 1m/s, the vehicle response is shown in Figure 3. Fast
Fourier transform is applied to extract frequencies from these
responses. The first five frequencies of both the intact bridge
and the damaged bridge can be obtained.Modal strain energy
based method is applied to do the damage detection at the
first stage. Figure 4 with two peaks each implies that there
might be two damaged locations even though the damage is
inflicted at one single element. The two nearest elements to
each peak are regarded as potential locations of damage.Thus,
there are totally four possible solutions for each case.
4.3. Damage Detection at the Second Stage. Thefirst stage can
limit the locations of damage to certain elements though it
cannot confine the damage to a single element. This will help
narrow down the search domain for the subsequent work. For
example, Figure 4 shows that the damage may be at the 4th
element or the 37th element, which indicates that the second
stage only needs to determine which of the two the elements
is damaged.
The responses are divided into two parts according to
the speeds of the vehicle. The first part contains responses
when the vehicle runs at speeds of 0.6m/s, 1m/s, and 1.4m/s,
while the remaining responses belong to the second part.
Applying GA to the first part, the identified values of Young’s
modulus of elements are shown in Figure 5. The location
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Figure 5: Identified equivalent Young’s modulus from first part for damage at (a) fourth element and (b) tenth element.
of damage is determined from the three passes when the
damage is inflicted at the 4th element. However, the location
for the second case of damage is not yetwell determined. Even
though this stage does not limit the damage to one element, it
not only eliminates half of the possibilities but also provides
more information on the profile of roughness. Analyzing the
second part of the response using GA, the location of the
damage can be determined as shown in Figure 6.
5. Conclusions
A multistage multipass strategy is proposed to identify the
location of damage from the response of a vehicle moving
over a bridge considering the road surface roughness. The
frequencies of the bridge are extracted with the help of
empirical mode decomposition first. Modal strain energy
based damage detectionmethod is then applied to explore the
possible damage locations. The potential locations obtained
are then given toGAs for further investigation.The algorithm
simultaneously identifies the stiffness of each element and
the profile of roughness. The numerical study shows that this
combined method can successfully determine the location of
damage of a two-span continuous bridge when one element is
assumed to be damaged. The measurement noise influences
the damage detectionmuch less significantly than roughness.
For multiple locations of damage, further work is needed.
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Figure 6: Identified equivalent Young’s modulus from second part
for damage at tenth element.
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